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Acknowledgment Statement
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You understand and acknowledge that




the training you are about to receive does not cover
the entire scope of the program and that

you are responsible for knowing and understanding
all handbooks, manuals, alerts, notices and
guidance, as well as any other forms of
communication that provide further guidance,
clarification or instruction on operating the program.

FPR as a Communication Tool
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Class Outline
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Module 1: Fundamentals



Module 2: Supporting Documentation



Module 3: Practice

Module 1: Fundamentals
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By the end of this module, participants will
be able to:






Explain the purpose and use of the FPR in
school meal service.
Complete required fields accurately on the
FPR.
Fill out TDA’s prototype FPR.

A Food Production Record is a
required daily document that records
all reimbursable meals prepared.
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When Should I Use a Food Production Record?
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Three Prototype Food Production Records
Onsite Kitchen
Central Kitchen
Receiving Kitchen
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Types of Food Production Records
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•

Cycle Menu

•

Software

•

•

Nutrikids, Mosaic

•

Primer Edge

•

Meals Plus

•

Heartland

District version
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Parts of the Food Production Record
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•

•

Document all daily meal requirements

Support the site-based claim for reimbursable
meals served to eligible students

•

Describe serving sizes

•

Describe quantities of foods to prepare

Parts of the Food Production Record

Parts of the Food Production Record
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Record M/MA contributions in ounce equivalents



Record Grain contributions in ounce equivalents




Best practice: Indicate Whole Grain Rich or Enriched

Record Vegetable contributions in cups


Best practice: Indicate subgroup for each item



Record Fruit contributions in cups



Record Milk contributions in ounces for ½ pints
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Optional Data Recorded on the FPR
Hazardous Analysis Critical
Control Points (HACCP) records
Food temperatures
Food preparation methods
Schedules and job assignments
for kitchen staff

Product information
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Parts of the Food Production Record
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Key Points
15
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Module 2: Supporting Documentation
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By the end of this module, participants will be
able to






Identify required supporting documentation for
each menu item.

Ensure current CN labels are being used to
document food or menu items.
Identify the parts of a standardized recipe.

Product Documentation
The Food
Buying Guide

Child
Nutrition (CN)
Labels

Product
Formulation
Statements

Standardized
Recipes

Child Nutrition (CN) Labels
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Am I required to use a CN label?


Advantages of using CN labeled products:
Know exactly how the product contributes to the meal
pattern
 CN Labels support the meal pattern contribution for
processed foods that contain a M/MA
 Provides warranty against audit claims for purchases of
CN labeled products.


CN Labels
What is the serving size needed for a
2 M/MA / 2 WGR contribution?
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Food Buying Guide

Helper Sheets

Helper Sheets



How many cans of diced peaches do you need?
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Food Buying Guide




Garden Salad

Mixed Vegetables

Product Formulation Statements








Be printed on manufacturer’s letterhead
Have original signature of company official
Date of issue within 5 years
Indicate how the product credits toward the meal
pattern
Document how manufacturer obtained the crediting
information

Product Formulation Statements




Serving size:
3 oz by weight
Meal Pattern
contribution:
2 oz M/MA
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Standardized Recipes
1. Establish a specified yield
2. Establish a specified

portion size
3. Establish a constant

measure of ingredients
4. Establish a constant

preparation method
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Standardized recipes are required for
menu items with more than one ingredient.
Texas Department of Agriculture

Royal Brownie
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Organizing FPRs and Documentation
Maintain an ORGANIZED system for RECORDING and RETAINING information
about daily meal preparation and service.
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CEs may use the
information in
the FPR to order
supplies for
meal production.
31

Forecast Future Needs: Order Supplies
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Document: Demonstrating Compliance
Schools must maintain FPRs daily to support meals claimed for reimbursement.

Module 3: Practice
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By the end of this module, participants will
be able to


Accurately complete the Texas Department of
Agriculture template Food Production Record.
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Through the Lens of a Reviewer:
PreK - 5th Grade Lunch

Resources
36



Online training from TDA
 Food

Production Records

 Supporting
 Meal



Documentation

Patterns

 Offer

vs. Serve

 Many

others!

Helper Sheets
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You understand and acknowledge that




the training you have completed does not cover the
entire scope of the program and that
you are responsible for knowing and understanding all
handbooks, manuals, alerts, notices and guidance, as
well as any other forms of communication that provide
further guidance, clarification or instruction on
operating the program.

In accordance with Federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil rights regulations and policies, the USDA, its Agencies,
offices, and employees, and institutions participating in or administering USDA programs are prohibited from discriminating b ased on race, color,
national origin, sex, disability, age, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity in any program or activity conducted or funded by USDA.
Persons with disabilities who require alternative means of communication for program information (e.g. Braille, large print, audiotape, American Sign
Language, etc.), should contact the Agency (State or local) where they applied for benefits. Individuals who are deaf, hard of hearing or have speech
disabilities may contact USDA through the Federal Relay Service at (800) 877-8339. Additionally, program information may be made available in
languages other than English.
To file a program complaint of discrimination, complete the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, (AD-3027) found online at:
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, and at any USDA office, or write a letter addressed to USDA and provide in the letter all of the
information requested in the form. To request a copy of the complaint form, call (866) 632-9992. Submit your completed form or letter to USDA by:
(1) mail: U.S. Department of Agriculture
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
1400 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20250-9410;
(2) fax: (202) 690-7442; or
(3) email: program.intake@usda.gov.
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This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
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